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HAKKAISAN  八海山
YUKI MURO CHOZO  雪室貯蔵
JUNMAI GINJYO 純米吟釀

The Hakkaisan Yuki-Muro Chozo is a true product of nature, having been naturally 
chilled and gently aged in a snow storage room for 3 years. This results in a smooth 
and well-rounded taste, coupled with an elegant aroma and a cleansing finish.
Origin 新潟 Niigata, SMV -1, RPR 50%, 720ml

KATSUYAMA   KEN 勝山    献
JUNMAI GINJYO 純米吟釀

This is an expertly Junmai Ginjo with a 50% milling rate.  Very reasonably priced 
compared to other Katsuyama sake but still maintains the same superior quality. 
Has a light fragrance and is very flavorful. A perfect sake to pair with many types of 
dishes. The name Ken means “to present something,” or a “wonderful gift.”
Rice: Yamadanishiki
2019 IWC Champion Sake
2019 US National Sake Appraisal Award Second Grand Pix
2018 & 2019 KURA Master Award First prize
Origin 宮城 Miyagi, SMV +4, RPR 50%, 720ml

TENPOICHI  天寶ー
YAMADANISHIKI NAKAGUMI 山田錦 中汲み  
JUN GIN 純吟

Enjoyably a refreshing flavor of rice with a unique deep taste of Yamadanishiki. 
Origin 広島 Hiroshima, SMV +2, RPR 55%, 720ml

NANBUBIJIN 南部美人
TOKUBETSU JUNMAI 特別純米

It is slight dry, full in flavor of great ingredient 
and perfect saké to enjoy with food. 
Origin 岩手 Iwate, SMV +4, RPR 55%, 720ml

$168

$108

$138

$98

SAKE 酒 720ml



DASSAI MIGAKI NIWARI SANBU 23 
獺祭  磨き二割三分 23
JUNMAI DAIGINJYO 純米大吟醸

The fruity bouquet offers apple, peach and nashi pear. It’s both vivid 
and sensuous. The initial impression is that of the clean flavour with an 
aftertaste that combines the sweetness of fruit with soft mellowness.
Origin 山口 Yamaguchi, SMV +4, RPR 23%, 720ml

KATSUYAMA 勝山
SENSHOMASAMUNE 戰勝政宗 
JUNMAI DAI GINJYO 純米大吟醸

The pure rice simmered with the finest Yamada brocade made by Sendai, the scent 
of raw wine with some sweet and mellow sweetness, It is simple to mix some white 
peach aroma, the full body sake with fruity aroma and end with dry and clean.
Origin 宮城 Miyagi, SMV +2, RPR 45%, 720ml

BORN  GOLD 梵 ゴールド
JUNMAI DAIGINJYO  純米大吟醸
  
It’s made of highest quality YAMADANISHIKI in Special Region “A” in HYOGO pref. 
1 years aged with NAMAZAKE (unpasteurized Sake) under -10 (ten)°C.  
It’s pasteurized before shipping without filtering. Please enjoy deep taste 
and fresh aroma. Chill well before drinking. 
Origin 福井 Fukui, SMV +1, RPR 50%, 720ml

DASSAI  45 獺祭  45
JUNMAI DAIGINJYO 純米大吟醸

Light, balanced, clean and easy drinking, this sake is a star. It’s wonderful for 
beginners to get into sake and fantastic for others to simply enjoy. There are 
wonderful fruits on the palate without coming off too sweet. 
Origin 山口 Yamaguchi, SMV +4, RPR 45%, 720ml

$138

$188

$118

$98



BORN 梵・
JUNSUI  NAMACHOZOSHU 純粋           
JUNMAI DAIGINJYO 純米大吟醸
 
This Sake is made of Yamadanishiki at Special region A in Hyogo pref., and matured 
for 12 months under -5°C. Enjoy GINJYO aroma and gentle taste.
Origin 福井 Fukui, SMV +1, RPR 50%, 300ml

MASUMI 真澄  辛口生一本
KARAKUCHI KI-IPPON 純米吟醸

This sake’s complex fragrance and flavorful tail earn it our “black label” of quality. 
One of the central pillars of the Masumi brand.
Origin 長野 Nagano, SMV +5, RPR 55%, 300ml

KURO KIRISHIMA 黒霧島
IMO SHOCHU  芋焼酎
(SWEET POTATO)  

Aromatic, smooth and viscous, savory flavor with hint of 
sweetness. clean and dry finish. 
Origin 宮崎 Miyazaki, 25%, 720ml

TAIGA NO ITTEKI 大河の一滴
MUGI SHOCHU 麦焼酎
(BARLEY)

It has been carefully stored and aged in the barrel of the tunnel storage for a long 
time using the raw sake of barley shochu carefully prepared. The rich and very soft 
barrel aroma, and the long-term aging makes the texture very soft and mellow.
Origin 宮崎 Miyazaki, 25%, 720ml

$50

$88

$40

$98

$7SAPPORO BEER
サッポロ ビール

Sapporo Premium Beer is a refreshing lager with a 
crisp,  refined flavor and a clean finish. 
Origin 北海道 Hokkaido, 5%, 330ml

SOFT DRINK (CAN)   $3

VITTEL MINERAL WATER  $3

PERRIER SPARKLING WATER   $6

BEER ビール

SHOCHU 焼酎

SAKE 酒 300 ml

DRINK ドリンク


